Fur Bale and Tumpline
SUPPLIES
•Canvas
•Quilt batting
•Scissors
•Plastic container
•Hot Glue and Gun
•Cardboard tube
•Yarn
•Pipe cleaner
•String
•Marker or black paint

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Gather all of your supplies.

2. Place the lid of the container on a double
layer of batting and cut a piece. This piece
should be about 5 cm bigger around the
edges of the lid. Glue the batting to the top
of the lid.

3. Place the container of the rest of the
batting. Glue the batting to the sides and
bottom. This batting will simulate the fluffy
feeling of a real bale.

4. Place what you want to store in your
cache in the plastic container. Put the lid on
top.

5. Place the container on the canvas.

5. Similar to wrapping a present, bring up the
two sides of the canvas around the container
and glue in place. Fold the ends up to the
middle and glue in place.

6. Place the middle of the string under the
fur bale.

7. Wrap the string up and around the sides
of the bale. Cross the strings so they go off
the top and bottom of the bale and pull tight.
They should cross off to the side, not in the
middle.

8. Flip the bale over and cross the strings
again, like you did on the bottom. Pull tight.
The strings should line up with the middle.
Flip over.

9. Repeat step 7 on the opposite side and flip
the bale over.

11. Mark the bale using the information of
the back page of the booklet.

10. Pull the strings tight and tie into a knot to
hold them in place.

12. To make the tumpline, gather your
remaining supplies. With the red yarn, slide
the end into the first slit on an end of the
cardboard tube.

13. Pull the yarn down to the other end and
put it through the first slit on that side. Bring
the yarn over to the slit beside the first one
and slide it in.

14. Continue bringing the yarn from one end
to another until you have two lines of yarn.

15. Make a pipe cleaner needle by folding the
end and twisting it together to create a loop.
Thread your first yarn through the loop.

16. Start weaving by pulling your needle
through the red strings. Your needle should
go over one string and under the next.
Repeat by going over, under, over and under
until you reach the end.

17. Tie a knot on the end of the yarn to the
red yarn to hold it in place.

18. Continue your weaving by bringing
the needle back through the red yarn. It is
important that you do the OPPOSITE of the
what you did on the first row. If you went
over, under, over, under on the first row, you
must go under, over, under, over. Repeat until
you want to change to a new colour and tie a
knot at the end to finish it off.

19. Repeat step 16-18 with a new colour.

20. Continue bringing the yarn from one end
to another until you have two lines of yarn.

21. Continue until you have a weave you
are happy with. Make sure to leave space at

either end.
22. Pull the end yarn off of the cardboard
tube.

23. Cut all of the loops at the end of the red
yarn.

24. Tie the red yarn ends together. Tie the
two ends beside each other together. You
will need to make 5 knots on each end.

25. Cut the red ends off. Thread your needle
with whatever colour you have most left
of. Push the needle through the end of the
weaving and back through the other side. Tie
in a knot. Repeat on the other side.

Your miniature tumpline is complete!
Voyageurs would use a tumpline to help
them carry the fur bales over the mountains.

The head strap could be made out of leather
or from finger weaving. Finger weaving is a
very complex art form. The weaving you did
today used a loom (the cardboard tube) to
make it easier!

